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1. Introduction, notatif m, and results 

Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with prime element n and residue 

field k. Let A be an R-order in the semisimple finte-dimensional algebra over the 
quotient field of R and A0 a hereditary R-order in the same algebra such that 
radA&AC&. Put A=A/rad&, B=A,/rad& Then A is a k-subalgebra of 
the semisimple k-algebra B. We assume A to be basic, so that A, too. 

In this paper, we shall study latt A, the category of all right A-lattices, through 
a generalized vector space category K associated with A and B. Recently, Green and 
Reiner [2] and Ringel and Roggenkamp, [4] have succeeded to reduce latt A to a 
certain subcategory over an artinian k-algebra obtained from A and B. Then it has 
become a problem to investigate these subcategories arising from latt A. Green and 
Reiner [2], Ringel and Roggenkamp [4,5], Roggenkamp [6] have considered this 
problem under some conditions. On the other hand, Ringel [3] and Simson [7] have 
investigated vector space categories, in particular, Simson [7] showed many useful 
results by using a category of socle projective modules over a right peak ring. Thus 
applying the results of [7] we can consider orders which include xhose in [2,4,5&l. 

Following Simson [7, 56, B] for K= XI x l .0 x Kf with each Ki a division ring, a 
generalized vector space category K over K is an additive category with a faithful 
additive functor I- 1 : K+mod K, where mod K is the category of all finitely 
generated right K-modules. The factor space category V(K) of K is defined as 
follows. The objects of V(K) are triples (V, X, @) where V~mod K, XE K, and 
@ : IXIK+ VK is a K-homomorphism. The map from (V, X,@) into (V’, X’,#‘) is a 
pair (u, h) with u E HomK( V, V’) and h E Horn& X’) such thalt @'lh j = tr#. Let 
V,(K) be the full subcategory of V(K) consisting of the objects which have no 
direct summands of the form (V, 0,O) or (0, W, 0) where Z/E modi K and WE K#. 

We shall define the generalized vector space category K which plays a crucial role 
in this paper. Let S1, . . . , 23, be the representativts of nonisomorphic simple right 
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B-modules. Put Ki=EndBSi (Isilt), K=fli=,Ki, G=@i=,Sj. Then each Ki 
(1 I is t) is a division ring over k and G is a K-B-bimodule. Put X * = HomK(X, K) 
for a K-module X. We put K = {Horn,& KG)* 1 P is a finitely generated projective 
A-module) (cf. [3,3.2], 18, Theorem 1.11). Then K is a generalized vector space 
category over K. We note Homx(Hom,@, G)*, HomA(P’, G)*) = HomA(P, P’) by 
definition. 

We have our main result. 

Theorem 1. There exists Q representation equivalence latt A = V,(K). 

Let 

c= A B ( > 0 B 

be a generalized triangular matrix k-algebra. Let Y;’ be a full subcategory of mod C 
consisting of the modules X = (PA, V’, @) such that PA is finitely generated projec- 
tive, ker Q) c rad PA, and Im Q) l B = V, where we identify XE mod C with a triple 
(PA, VB, @), PE mod A, VE mod B, $I E Horn,@, V). In [2,4] the following was 
proved. 

Theorem 2. There exists a representation equivalence latt A = %. 

Indeed, we shall show the following. 

Theorem 3. There exists a functor Q> : mod C+ V(K) which induces a representation 
equivalence F = V, (K). 

Thus Theorem 1 follows from Theorems 2 and 3. 
Let M,, . . . , Mn be all pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable objects in K. 

Then we can associate to K the right peaks k-algebra, that is, a finite-dimensional 
‘\ k-algebra which has a projective right socle 

where M= 6 IMil, E=EndxM. 
i= I 

Combining Theorem 1 with 7, Theorem 3.31 we get, 

There exists LC’ representation equivalence latt A 5: mod& Cx, where 
modfr., Cx is the full subcategory of mod Cx whose modules have Q projective socie 
and no direct summand of the form (0, Ki, 0). 

In what follows, the notation provided above is preserved. 
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heorems 3 and 4 

We construct the functor 45: mod C+ V(K). Let X=(U,, V&J@ E mod C with 
@E HomA(U, V). Let p: P-W be a projective cover of UA and S the composition 

Hom( V, G) -@@% Hom( U, G) Hom(p,G) Hom(P, G). 

Then 6* : Hom(P, G)*-+Hom( V, G)* is a K-homomorphism of right K-modules. Let 
Q(X) = (HomB( I/, G)*, HomA (P, G)*, 6 *) E V(K). Defining @(IA) naturally for 
u E Homc(X, X’) we get a functor @ : mod C+ V(K). Let Y = (Vi, Hom(P, G)*, wl) E 
V(K), t,u=&, I”*= Hi=, ICY. Put ~=(~i)l~i~~ with t//i : K,Ky--+K,HomA(P, Si) 
and each vi = (v/o)1 rjsa, with t//o:K,Ki+HomA(P, Si) for 1 fist. Let @ii=wo(l) 
(lri~t; lIjIai),~i=(~ij)l~j~a,(15i(t)and#=(~i)l=i=,.Then#EHom,~(P, I’) 
where V= @;=I Sp and we can prove X= (P, V, @) E mod C and Q(X) = Y. It is 
clear that @ induces a representation equivalence V = v,(K). 

Although Theorem 4 follows from Theorem 1 and [7, Theorme 3.33, we add some 
explanations here. Especially, we replace CK by a ring obtained directly from A 
and B and construct a functor Y: mod C-+mod CK which induces a representation 
equivalence % = mod& CK. According to [7], we call a ring R’ a right peaks ring if 
R’ is semiperfect with essential and projective right socle. By [7, Proposition 2.21 
a right peaks ring has a triangular form 

where F= n Fi is a product of finite division rings Fi and a T-F-bimodule N is 7’- 
faithful and finitely generated over F. Let modSp R’ be the full subcategory of 
mod R’ consisting of modules having a projective socle. mod!& R’ is the full sub- 
category of modSp R’ whose modules have no direct summand of the form (0, F;, c). 
For R’ a right peaks algebra, mod,, R’ was investigated in 171, and also in [S] for 
R’ hereditary. 

Returning to our case, 

is a right peaks ring induced by a generalized vector space category , where 

M= IM,@+M,~ and E=EndKM. Decompose A-P,@-BP,, where the P, 
are indecomposable projective right A-modules. Then since {Ml, . . l , M,, } = 

{Hom,&,G)*, l , HomA(P,,, G)*}, we have 

and 

EsEndK 6 HomA(Pi, G)” 
I=1 

)SEndA[k Pi)ZA 

MZ 6 Hom,(Pi, G)*- 
i= I 

=D(Hom,(+ Pi,G))-DG 
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where D is the duality D( -) = Homk( -, k). Thus we have 

Define a functor H: V(K)-+mod,, Ck as follows (cf. [7]). For 

X=WbHow(P,G)*,#)e V(K), 

put @’ the image of Qi under an isomorphism 

Hom&Iom# G)*, ‘C/)=Hom&W HomA(P, G) 

s Hom,(P, Horn&W, G)) 

2 HomA (P, HomK (DG, V)). 

Let H(X) = @, I/; t) where Q = Im #’ and t is the map adjoint to the in- 

clusion Qc,Hom,@G, V). Next, for X= (U,, VP, @) fz mod C, we put V(X) = 
(U,, F/& DGK, #) E mod Ck where w is the composition 

u&A DGz U& BOB DG3 V&DG- 

Y is a functor mod C-+mod Ck. Then the following is easily proved. 

Lemma. We have Y = Ha. 

By [7, Theorem 3.31 H induces a representation equivalence Vr (Kj = mod& Ck, 
and then V induces a representation equivalence % = mod& Ck. 

3. Concluding remarks 

Let k’ be a commutative field and 

a right peaks k’-algebra, where F= I-I:;, Fi with each Fi a finite-dimensional di- 
vision algebra over k’ and M is a T-F-bimodule finite-dimensional over k’ and a 
faithful left T-module. Put B= End&M. Then there exists a k/-algebra monomor- 
phism a : T-43 and a hereditary W-order r and an W-order A such that rad TC 

A c r, A/rad I% T, IYrad rz B where R’ is a complete discrete valuation ring (cf. 
proof of [6, (1, ! 1) Theorem II]). Thus we have latt A = mod$ C’ by Theorem 4. 

xampie 8. (cf. [7, Example]). Let 
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The multiplications in C are induced from the following. 

lM202W -w39 em ZkaY,Q, 

2”I@hM3-)2M3r @(y,++(O,=), 

lM202M -5, e3Y-0, 

2mw42+2, x@y~O, x,y,z~k. 

We have B=Endk(,M3@2M3)z(k)4 and a:A-+B is 

f x 0 

(: ;>- 1; ii 
I 0 0 

so that 

A= 

0 

0 

0 z 
w 0 1 ’ 
0 w 

Hence A = 

where we use the same n to indicate the ideal nR and !att A = modyP C is of 3rfinite 

type by (7,81. 
In [7] Simson defines the differentiation algorithm for a right peak ring. The dif- 

ferentiation algorithm includes the reduction technique used in [5]. The details 
about the differentiation algorithm for a right peak ring are seen in [ 1,7], so that 
we only provide here a sketch of it and the succeeding example will be available for 
the reader’s understanding. Let Pi, . . . , Pn be all pairwise nonisomorphic indecom- 
posable right C-modules, iMj = Homc(Pj, Pi), and Fi = End Pie Assume C to be 
Schurian, that is, all Fi are division rings. 

Definition. A pair, Pu of indecomposable projective C-modules with a +ts is said to 
be smooth if Pa is simple, and 

(1) dim&W = dimW& = 1, 
(2) c,, : t A4S@SMa +rA4Q, f @g -fg, is surjective provided c,,, # 0, 
(3) there is no j+s, a with ,M’+ 0 and jM0 #O, 
(4) for s* = {j l#W,#O or ,A&#0 f or a simple projective module Pb with b #a) 

and sAC= { 1, . . . ,nl -sA, a right peak k-algebra T= End&&. d$) is sp-repre- 
sentation finite, that is, rnodsr, T is of finite representation type. 

If Ps, P, is a smooth pair then we can define a differentiation CSa of C with 
respect to a pair of points s, a and the following holds. 

eocem 5 [7, Theorem 5.2 and $6, B]. Cs, (I is also a ri,ght peaks k-algeim and 
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there exists a functor & : mod,,, C-)modSp CS,4 which induces a category equi- 
t ralence 

mod,, C/[mod,, T] = modSr, CS,@ 

and a representation equivalence 

mod&, C *s mod,, C,, (I, 

where mod& C is the full subcategory of modSP C consisting of modules X such 
that Horn&P,, X) HI or Horn&+,, X)+0 for a simple projective module with 
&*Pu. 

Corollary. C is sp-representation Lflnite if and only if the finite iterated differentia- 
tion of C is sp-representation finite. 

Example 2. Let C be the path algebra of the bounded quiver 

with commuting cycles. Let Pi be an indecomposable projective module correspon- 
dingtoeachieIand,v=S, a=9. Wehaves*=(1,...,5} andsAC={6,...,9}. Tis 
the path algebra of the quiver 

0 

O--O-O 

and the Auslander-Reiten quiver of mod,,, T is 

1 
110 
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Put PT= Hom&Oi,,., Pj, Pi) (i = 6, . . . , 9), E= Er(Pl) an injective envelope of a 
simple projective T-module PT. Then Pi’ (i = 6, . . . ,9), E are all pairwise 
nonisomorphic indecomposable modules in mod,r T. Let .I!, = @yze P,‘@E, and 

r= EndT L. I” is the path algebra of the bounden quiver 

with a commuting cycle. Let TS be the path algebra of the quiver 

0 6 

J 
0 9-8-5 0 0 

\ 
0 7. 

Then there exists a functor T: modSt, T+modsp T, and, by definition, 

Cs,, = (i sr(t’Ts) where S= End~(,~~~51 Pj). 

CS,4 is the path algebra of the bounden quiver 

4-9-8-5-6 0 0 0 0 

I 
3 ,2 

)1 
0 7 

I 
1 

with a commuting cycle. Next we put s’- -4, a’=@ and do the differentiation of 

&. Then K’s,a)s;a~ is the path algebra of the quiver 

lz&---- Cal- o- q - W -2-3. 
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Further, we do for s#= q , a”= q , and so on. FinaIly, deIeting q , c83, cs], we 
reach the path algebra of the quiver 06: 

0 

I 
O-O-O -O+ 0 

which is of finite type. Thus C is sp-representation finite by the Corollary. Since 

c= 

324567 
kkkkOk 

k0 k0 k 
kkO0 

kO0 
k0 

k 

latt A is of finite type for the order 

A= 
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